Assuming the continuum hypothesis, there are inequivalent irreducible representations of ®(3C) that are pointwise equivalent.
The purpose of this note is to present a theorem concerning equivalence of certain representations of separable C*-subalgebras of % (%). It follows as a corollary to the theorem that there are inequivalent representations of ® (%) that are pointwise equivalent. This answers a question of Dixmier [3, 2.12.22] .
Throughout, % shall denote a complex separable infinite dimensional Hubert space and % (%) the bounded linear operators acting on %. A state/ on *$>(%) is said to be diagonalizable if there is an orthonormal basis [xn: « G w} for % (a denotes the natural numbers) and a free ultrafilter %. of subsets of w such that /(r)=lim(7X,,*"), TE%(%).
The state/induces (via the G.N.S. construction) a representation {fly, %f, xf) where x¡ denotes the canonical cyclic vector.
If & is a unital separable C*-subalgebra of % (%), let S (6E) denote the set of states on & that are zero on the compact operators in 6?. The essential part of the universal representation of & is by definition the direct sum of the representations arising from the elements of § (6E).
Theorem I. If & is a unital separable C*-subalgebra of %(%) and f is a diagonalizable state on %(%) with associated representation {ttp %f, Xj) then, assuming the continuum hypothesis, the restriction of m, to 6E is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of an uncountable number of copies of the essential part of the universal representation of éE.
It is convenient to present some parts of the proof of Theorem 1 as separate propositions.
Proposition 2. // & is a unital separable C*-subalgebra of <$>(%) and f E S (éE), then there is an orthonormal sequence {yn: n E to} in % such that f(A) = Mm (Ayn,yn)
for A in &.
Proof. This is a weak version of the theorem in [1] . Alternatively, it is not difficult to construct a proof directly using Glimm's theorem [3, 11.2.1].
The proof of Theorem 1 utilizes the principle of transfinite induction. The following proposition is essentially the induction step in the argument. Proposition 3. Suppose â is a unital separable C*-subalgebra of 9> (%) and f is a diagonalizable state on % (%) with associated representation {ttj, %f, xf). If % is a separable subspace of %f and {it, 91L,.y} is a cyclic representation of & that is zero on the compact operators in (&, then there is a subspace 5C, of %f such that 5C, is orthogonal to %, DC, reduces ny(6$) and the representation wf(')\% °f ^ 's unitarily equivalent to it.
Proof. Define a state g on & by
As g is zero on the compact operators in &, by Proposition 2, g has the form (2) for some orthonormal sequence {y": n E w} in %. Since/ is diagonalizable, there are an orthonormal basis {xn: n E to} for % and a free ultrafilter % on w that implement/as in (1) . Choose a subsequence of to by induction as follows. Define an isometry V on % by Vx" = ya,n), n = 1,2,..., and write x = ttj( V)xj. If/ and k are natural numbers, then (*/(Tk)xj, TTf(Aj)x) = /(V*A*Tk)=\im(V*A*Tkx", x") = \im(A*Tkxn,ya(n))=0.
Thus, if 3C, denotes the closed subspace spanned by {ttj(A)x: j E u), then %x is orthogonal to % and %x reduces 7iy(6E). Furthermore, if/ E w, then (77/(^>,x)=/(FM>K) = 1Ím (Ajyo(n»y<,(n)) = (v(Aj)y,y).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore, (<nf(A)x, x) = (m(A)y,y) for ail A in éE and it follows by a standard argument that w and ny(-)loc are unitarily equivalent. Proof of the Theorem. As -nf is zero on the compact operators, %f has dimension c, the cardinality of the continuum. Also, the separability of éE implies that S (éE) has cardinality c. By the continuum hypothesis there is a well-ordered enumeration {ira, ty\La, va}a<U| of the cyclic representations arising from the states in S(éE) such that for each/in S(éE), the associated representation appears in the enumeration an uncountable number of times. (w, denotes the first uncountable cardinal.)
Let us define subspaces %a of %f by transfinite induction. Suppose that for some ordinal a < w, and all ordinals ß < a, subspaces %ß of %f have been chosen such that (1) %ß is separable;
(2) if y < ß, then %y and %ß axe orthogonal; (3) %ß reduces 7¡y(éE); (4) There is a unitary Uß mapping %ß onto 911^ so that Uß-nf(A)x = 7Tß(A)Ußx fox A in éE and x in %ß.
Let % denote the closed subspace of %f generated by [%ß: ß < a). As a is a countable ordinal, % is separable. Hence Proposition 3 applies (with m = iTa) and there is a subspace %a of %j with the required properties. The definition is complete. 
where 5" consists of (perhaps repeated) elements of S(éE). As %f has cardinality c, 5" has cardinality at most c and therefore the representation (3) is equivalent to 2a<U| © tra.
If it and m' are representations of a C*-algebra éE, then tt and it' are said to be pointwise equivalent if tr(A) and -n'(A) are unitarily equivalent for each A inéE. Corollary 4. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, there are diagonalizable states f and g on © (%) such that irf and irg are pointwise equivalent but not equivalent.
Proof. Fix an orthonormal basis {xn: n E w} for % and define a map of the free ultrafilters on w into the pure states on ® (%) by %h>hm (-x",xn).
(By [2, Corollary 3] diagonalizable states are pure.) If % and T are distinct ultrafilters, then there is a subset oof« that is in % but not in T. If Pa denotes the projection of % onto the subspace generated by {xn: n E o) then um (P"xn, x") = 1 and lim (P"xn, x") = 0 so that the map is injective. Now there are 2C free ultrafilters on w [4] , while there are only c unitary operators on %. Therefore [3, 2.8.6] there are diagonalizable states / and g that are not equivalent. On the other hand, by Theorem 1, 7iy and irg are pointwise equivalent.
